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Objectives

1. Increasing the positive impact of successful experiences in which Galicia DIH members have participated
2. Also benefiting from technological developments relevant for the regional DIH

How

1. Establishing agreements with IAs and Marketplaces
2. Implementing new regional instruments adapted to the agreements
Framework and basis for the collaboration

A number of Galicia stakeholders have been participating in I4MS Innovation Actions:
- Successful experiences
- SME, Mid-Caps, technology providers and competence centres with knowledge about Regional DIH under organisation over the past year, and soon able to provide services
- Clear technology and value chain focus
- Regional framework ready

GAIN participates in I4MS-Go (CSA). Leading Regional Advisory Board, aimed to
Approaches under consideration

1. **Regional DIH as supporting partner of an initiative**
   - Specific agreements between the region and IAs to become “Supporting partner of the initiative”
     - Differentiated access to information about the solutions and open calls
     - Preference to applicants coming from the region

2. **New funding opportunities for projects being funded by an EC initiative**
   - Regional funding for EC funded experiments (i.e. regional grants for digital transformation)
   - Further development/deployment of the experiments approved
   - Possibility of a Seal of Excellence for EC initiatives funded projects

3. **Funding of new experiments with I4MS solutions**
   - Solutions for local SMES, which cannot be solved locally but can be through other marketplaces instead, and with regional fun
   - Regional DIH can support local companies in the experiments
   - Additional increase of capabilities for regional DIH members
Fitting in the Galician DIH Strategy

- **Sectorial meetings**
  - Mapping with stakeholders
  - Capacity building workshops

- **2 Selected DIH**

- **Expressions of Interest**

- **Signed AGREEMENTS**

- **R+D Projects funding**
  - VOUCHERS (SMEs)
    - SELF-SUSTAINABLE

**2018 - 2020 ONWARDS**

**STRUCTURAL FUNDING**

2 Selected DIH
Fitting the Galician DIH Strategy

2 potential DIH to benefit from the collaboration
Contact us

Address
Rúa Airas Nunes, S/N
(Conxo), 15702
Santiago de Compostela

Follow us
Facebook.es/axenciaGAIN/
Twitter.es/axenciaGAIN

gain@xunta.gal
http://gain.xunta.gal
Many thanks!
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